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Dow Jones Industrial
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Money Market
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63.57

+0.44%

1,329.60

-0.84%

65.74

+0.35%

Economy
Bank borrowing to grow as revenue shortfall weighs in
The government's bank borrowing is set to rise further in June as the
execution of the Annual Development Programme (ADP) gained
momentum, but revenue target fell short of target. The authorities
have targeted net bank borrowing at nearly Tk 99 billion for June
2019 to finance the budget deficit. According to the calendar, the
government may take up to Tk 228 billion as gross borrowing from
the banking system this month by issuing treasury bills (T-bills) and
bonds.
http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/bank-borrowing-to
-grow-as-revenue-shortfall-weighs-in-1560097539
Now advance tax at import, commercial stages likely
Advance tax (AT) is likely to be imposed at commercial and import
stages under the new value-added tax (VAT) law aiming to ensure
proper revenue collection from potential sectors. The new AT would
replace the existing advance trade VAT (ATV) that is currently
imposed at a rate of 5.0% only at the import stage. The AT rate might
be set below 5.0 per cent.
http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/last-page/now-advance-taxat-import-commercial-stages-likely-1560097059
Scope likely for whitening black money again
The government may once again offer scope for whitening black
money through investment in industries to boost private investment,
say finance ministry officials. Black money holders will not face any
questions about the sources of their income if they invest in industries
by paying a tax of only 10 percent on the amount.
https://www.thedailystar.net/frontpage/news/amnesty-likely-againblack-money-1754767
Gold import cost to drop under baggage rules
The government may once again offer scope for whitening black
money through investment in industries to boost private investment.
Black money holders will not face any questions about the sources of
their income if they invest in industries by paying a tax of only 10%
on the amount.
https://www.thedailystar.net/business/export/news/gold-import-costdrop-under-baggage-rules-1754851
Seven VAT slabs regime to go, 15% rate for imported, luxury items
The current seven rates of value added tax (VAT) will no longer exist
from the next fiscal year, as the government is likely to introduce five
slabs of VAT, with the new VAT law taking effect in the upcoming
budget. The new rates will be 15%, 10%, 7.5%, 5% and 2% while
the current rates are 2%, 3%, 4.5%, 5%, 7%, 10% and 15%. The
highest 15% is likely to be applicable to imported and luxury items.
https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/regulations/2019/06/09/
seven-vat-slabs-regime-to-go-15-rate-for-imported-luxury-items
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NBR finalises IPR enforcement rules brining export items under its
purview
National Board of Revenue has finalised the draft Intellectual Property
Rights Enforcement Rules-2019 inducting export goods under its purview
following recommendations of stakeholders. Under the rules framed to
prevent import and export of counterfeit goods, customs officials will be
able to confiscate products or halt release of imported and export goods
for violation of intellectual property rights. IPR wing of NBR in November
initially drafted the rules bringing only imported goods under its purview,
officials said.
http://www.newagebd.net/article/74796/nbr-finalises-ipr-enforcementrules-brining-export-items-under-its-purview
Bank & NBFI
Banks’ ADR rises further in 2018: BB report
Advance-to-deposit ratio (ADR) in the country’s banking sector increased
by 1.7% in the year of 2018 due to a slowdown in deposit growth and a
surge in defaulted loans. The ADR in the banking industry increased to
77.6% at the end of December last year from 75.9% at the end of
December, 2017. The ADR was 71.9% in December, 2016 when the
deposit growth in the banks was 10.6%.
http://www.newagebd.net/article/74795/banks-adr-rises-further-in-2018
-bb-report
Telecom
WiMax on its last legs
Once a much-hyped breakthrough for internet communication, WiMax is
now on its last legs in Bangladesh after two out of the three operators
that deployed the wireless broadband technology turned off their
switches. Augere Wireless Broadband Bangladesh’s Qubee brand and
Bangladesh Internet Exchange Limited’s (BIEL) Ollo shut up shop a few
months ago, while another player Banglalion is languishing with only a
few thousand active customers. In middle of 2013, when 3G was rolled
out in Bangladesh, active WiMax customer number was more than five
lakh and now it has come down to less than 60,000 as of April.
https://www.thedailystar.net/business/telecom/news/wimax-its-last-legs
-1754857
Capital Market
BSEC seeks opinion on public issue rules
The securities regulator has sought public opinion on the draft
amendment to the public issue rules. The Bangladesh Securities and
Exchange Commission (BSEC) will receive public opinion till June 17.
After getting the public opinion, the securities regulator will give its final
approval to the amendment of the rules.
http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/bsec-seeksopinion-on-public-issue-rules-1560094883
Tax receipts from DSE dip 76pc in May
The government's revenue earnings from the Dhaka Stock Exchange
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(DSE) plunged 76% month-on-month in May this year on the back of
falling trade volume and value. The government collected revenue worth
Tk 101 million in May which was Tk 433 million in April, 2019, slumping
by 76%.
http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/tax-receiptsfrom-dse-dip-76pc-in-may-1560095036
Stock
GP, Robi set to begin agent banking with Bank Asia
Bank Asia is set to begin agent banking service in partnership with the
top two mobile phone operators, Grameenphone and Robi, once the bank
gets approval from the Bangladesh Bank. In March, both operators,
which together control more than 75% of the market share of mobile
phone subscribers, received permission from the Bangladesh
Telecommunication Regulatory Commission (BTRC) to this effect.
http://www.theindependentbd.com/post/202717
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Disclaimer
GENERAL DISCLOSURE
This research report has been prepared by UCB Capital Management Limited (UCB Capital), a company authorized to engage in
broker-dealer activities in Bangladesh. UCB Capital is not a registered broker-dealer in the United States and, therefore, is not
subject to U.S. rules regarding the preparation of research reports and the independence of research analysts. This research
report is provided for distribution to “major U.S. institutional investors” in reliance on the exemption from registration provided
by Rule 15a-6 of the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”).
NOTICE TO RECIPIENTS: This email (including all attachments) is intended only for the named recipient. If you have received
this email in error, please delete the email plus any copies of it and immediately notify the sender by return email.
The information contained herein has been prepared and issued by UCB Capital to its clients, and all intellectual property relating to the Research vests with UCB Capital unless otherwise noted. The Research is provided on an as is basis, without warranty (express or implied).
The Research is based on public data obtained in good faith from sources believed by UCB Capital be reliable, but no representations, guarantees or warranties are made by UCB Capital with regard to accuracy, completeness or suitability of the data and
under no circumstances will any of UCB Capital, its officers, representatives, associates or agents be liable for any loss or damage, whether direct, incidental or consequential, caused by reliance on or use of the content. UCB Capital has not performed
any independent review or due diligence of publicly available information. The opinions and estimates contained herein reflect
the current judgment of the analyst(s) on the date of this Research and are subject to change without notice. The opinions do
not necessarily correspond to the opinions of UCB Capital. UCB Capital does not have an obligation to update, modify or/(and)
amend this Research or otherwise notify a reader thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection,
forecast or/(and) estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate.
This Research is not an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or
solicitation would be illegal. It is intended to be distributed in its entirety. It does not constitute a personal recommendation or
takes into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual investors. Investors should
consider whether any advice or recommendation in this Research is suitable for their particular circumstances and, if appropriate, seek professional advice, including tax advice and ensure they obtain, read and understand any applicable offer document.
The price and value of investments referred to herein and the income from them may fluctuate. Past performance is not an
indicator or guarantee of future returns, and a loss of original capital may occur. Fluctuations in exchange rates could have
adverse effects on the value or price of, or income derived from, certain investments.

Our salespeople, traders, and other professionals may provide oral or written market commentary or trading strategies to our
clients and principal trading desks that reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions expressed in this Research. Our asset
management area, principal trading desks and investing businesses may make investment decisions that are inconsistent with
the recommendations or views expressed in this Research. Neither UCB Capital nor its representatives, will receive (directly or
indirectly) any commission, fee, benefit or advantage, pecuniary or otherwise, nor be influenced, either directly or indirectly, in
connection with the making of any recommendation or preparation of any Research.
The analysts named in this report may have from time to time discussed with our clients, including UCB Capital salespersons
and traders, or may discuss in this report, trading strategies that reference catalysts or events that may have a near-term impact on the market price of the equity securities discussed in this report, which impact may be directionally counter to the analysts' published price target expectations for such stocks. Any such trading strategies are distinct from and do not affect the
analysts' fundamental equity rating for such stocks, which rating reflects a stock's return potential relative to its coverage
group as described herein.
Any prices provided herein (other than those that are identified as being historical) are indicative only, and do not represent
firm quotes as to either size or price. The past performance of financial instruments is not indicative of future results. No assurance can be given that any financial instrument or issuer described herein would yield favorable investment results. Any forecasts or price targets shown for companies and/or securities discussed in this Research may not be achieved due to multiple
risk factors including without limitation market volatility, sector volatility, corporate actions, the unavailability of complete and
accurate information and/or the subsequent transpiration that underlying assumptions made by UCB Capital or by other
sources relied upon in the Research were inapposite.
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UCB Capital may provide hyperlinks to websites of entities mentioned in this Research, however the inclusion of a link does not
imply that UCB Capital endorses, recommends or approves any material on the linked page or accessible from it. UCB Capital
does not accept responsibility whatsoever for any such material, nor for any consequences of its use.

This document is for the use of the addressees only and may not be reproduced, redistributed or passed on to any other person
or published, in whole or in part, for any purpose, without the prior, written consent of UCB Capital. The manner of distributing
this document may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries, including the United States. Persons into whose possession this document may come are required to inform themselves about and to observe such restrictions. By accepting this
document, a recipient hereof agrees to be bound by the foregoing limitations.

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES FOR U.S. PERSONS ONLY
This research report is a product of UCB Capital Management Ltd. which is the employer of the research analyst(s) who has
prepared the research report. The research analyst(s) preparing the research report is/are resident outside the United States
(U.S.) and are not associated persons of any U.S. regulated broker-dealer and therefore the analyst(s) is/are not subject to
supervision by a U.S. broker-dealer, and is/are not required to satisfy the regulatory licensing requirements of FINRA or required to otherwise comply with U.S. rules or regulations regarding, among other things, communications with a subject company, public appearances and trading securities held by a research analyst account.

This report is intended for distribution by UCB Capital Management Ltd. only to "Major Institutional Investors" as defined by
Rule 15a-6(b)(4) of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Act, 1934 (the Exchange Act) and interpretations thereof by U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in reliance on Rule 15a 6(a)(2). If the recipient of this report is not a Major Institutional
Investor as specified above, then it should not act upon this report and return the same to the sender. Further, this report may
not be copied, duplicated and/or transmitted onward to any U.S. person, which is not the Major Institutional Investor.

In reliance on the exemption from registration provided by Rule 15a-6 of the Exchange Act and interpretations thereof by the
SEC in order to conduct certain business with Major Institutional Investors, UCB Capital Management Ltd. has entered into an
agreement with a U.S. registered broker-dealer, Cabrera Capital Markets. ("Cabrera"). Transactions in securities discussed in
this research report should be effected through Cabrera or another U.S. registered broker dealer.

EQUITY RECOMMENDATION STRUCTURE (ABSOLUTE RATINGS)
We calculate our target price by weighting DCF, DDM, SOTP, asset-based and other relative valuation methods, and applying
appropriate premiums/ discounts and/or other relevant adjustments.

Expected absolute returns are calculated as the percentage of difference between our target price and latest close price. Stock
recommendations are based on absolute upside (downside) and have a 12-month horizon. Please note that future price fluctuations could lead to a temporary mismatch between upside/downside for a stock and our recommendation.

Recommendation Type

Holding period (if not otherwise mentioned)

Absolute Return Potential

Buy
Neutral/ Hold
Underweight

12 Months
12 Months
12 Months

More than +15%
Between +15 % and -5 %
Less than -5 %

ANALYST CERTIFICATION
Respective analyst(s) identified in this report certifies, with respect to the companies or securities that the individual an anlyses, that (1) the views expressed in this report reflect his or her personal views about all of the subject companies and securities and (2) no part of his or her compensation was, is or will be directly or indirectly dependent on the specific recommendations or views expressed in this report. The research analyst(s) named on this report are not registered / qualified as research
analysts with FINRA.

It has not been determined in advance whether and in what intervals this document will be updated. Unless otherwise stated
current prices refer to the most recent trading day’s closing price.
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